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What I look for in a band is; great sound, stage presence, audience interaction, unity and 
that x factor. 

Sound: The sound that A.C.E.S can make, is frankly insane. Incredible goosebumps kind of 
music. Very rich tonally. They know exactly who plays what role and no sounds step on each 
other.  

Stage presence: I've seen all to many bands that play great but look like they are doing their 
taxes on stage. These guys are different.  

The vocalist, just the way he stands breathes confidence and power.  

The guitarist takes full advantage of the stage moves around and interacts with the band 
keeping the fire alive. 

The bassist does not shine over the vocalist and hangs back but when its his time to shine, he 
has got a great smile and adds a different more laid back presence on stage which keeps the 
show balanced. 

The Drummer has a similar quality to the bassist and knows now to make a show rock. 



Audience interaction: While not super interactive. The band does acknowledge the crowd 
and makes faces and waves at individuals from time to time. I feel that this could be better, 
however it really does depend on the event and audience. I'm sure that when A.C.E.S find a 
crowd that matches their act, magic happens. 

Unity: They have a great look on stage, very rock and roll. The singer has a darker style about 
him, where the guitarist dresses a little flashier. 

While they don't all dress the same, the variation that they offer is pleasing to the crowd. 
Their in-band interaction is solid. you know they are friendly offstage too. Its nice to see 
people play amazingly and actually authentically see them having fun together on stage as 
well. 

X-Factor: While hard to explain what exactly it is. These guys have it.  
Its not often rock that hard can give someone goosebumps. I really think these guys are a 
diamond in the rough. It wont be long before you see them playing very major gigs. If you 
book them, you will see why. 

 


